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(ABSTRACT)

This paper describes the development, framework, and
scope of the Document Status System and the Document
Hold System for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
Project. It shows how data are generated at five
locations and transmitted to a central computer for
processing and storage. The resulting computerized data
bank provides reports needed to perform day-to-day
management and engineering planning. Those reports also
partially satisfy the requirements of the Project's
Quality Assurance Program.

INTRODUCTION

Clinch River Breeder Reactor plant Prpject

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) Project was established
with the principal objectives of demonstrating that a Liquid Metal Fast
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) can operate reliably and safely in a utility
environment, establishing the licensability of the plant, and demonstrating
the environmental acceptability and high potential economic value of the
LMFBR. The plant location is a Tennessee Valley Authority site on the Clinch
River in Oak Ridge, Tennessee (see Figure 1).

project Organization

The principal organizations involved in the Project are the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), the Breeder Reactor Corporation, Project
Management Corporation, Burns and Roe Corporation, Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the Breeder
Reactor Operations of the General Electric Company, the Atomics Internationa].
Division of the Rockwell International Corporation and the Tennessee Valley
Authority (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1. CRBRP Artist Concept and Plant Site
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The United States Department of Energy, through a Project Office,
provides Project direction, major Project funding, and supporting technology.

The Breeder Reactor Corporation was organized to serve as a liaison
between the Project participants and more than 750 electric utilities that
have contributed financing to the Project.

Project Management Corporation is responsible for utility fund management
and arranging utility personnel participation in the program by providing
staff members who have technical and managerial skills gained from industrial
experience.

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation is responsible for the overall
design, integration, and production of the Nuclear Steam Supply System.

Burns and Roe, as the Architect-Engineer, is responsible for design and
procurement of the Balance of Plant.

The Constructor, Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation, is
responsible for constructing the plant and installing the Nuclear Steam Supply
System and Balance of Plant components provided by others.

Atomics International and General Electric are responsible as major
subcontractors for the design and procurement of designated systems and
components of the Nuclear Steam Supply System.

Tennessee Valley Authority will be responsible for plant operation and
maintenance. Close coordination is maintained between the DOE Project Office
and Tennessee Valley Authority during the design stage.

Program Management Function

A comprehensive program management function provides integration and
coordination for the planning, budgeting, and direction of the Project's
activities within the scope of work of each Project participant. Actions
performed by this function include: providing cost and schedule integration,
direction, authorization and control; integrating and maintaining a
Performance Measurement System which meets DOE Cost/Schedule Control System
criteria; establishing management requirements and procedures for effective
integration and coordination of activities; consolidating data into Project
reports; and providing administrative system design services. Another
important activity is development and maintenance of a Project Status and
Control System to provide current engineering, scheduling, and status
information for the use of Project participants.

Project Status and Control System

The CRBRP Project Status and Control System is a central computerized
management information system that provides the status of documentation,
equipment and action items to Project participants' management and cognizant
engineers. It is maintained and accessed by all participants. The Document
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Status System and the Document Hold System are parts of the Project Status and
Control System, and they are the parts discussed in this paper (see Figure 3).

The Document Status System (DSS) provides a common method for CRBRP
participants to record and report information pertaining to principal design
documents. The principal design documents are documentation containing
principal design data; they include system design descriptions, engineering
drawings, specifications, procedures, manuals and interface drawings.
Principal design data establish design requirements, design parameters,
configuration operating conditions, and usage of the plant, systems, and/or
equipment. The DSS tracks, records, and reports document status as related to
the document's development and revision cycles (i.e., review and approval,
release notification, Engineering Change Proposal preparation, change
incorporation), and engineering HOLDs.
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Figure 3. Basic Modules of the Project Status and Control System
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The Document Hold System is a computer system module of the Document
Status System. The Document Hold System maintains and reports the details of
Engineering "HOLDs" and "To Be Determined" (TBDs). An engineering HOLD is an
identified point in the Project work beyond which further design or
fabrication shall not proceed pending engineering or design development,
review and release. A TBD designates missing information. With respect to
design documentation, the term is used to classify information that is not
available for Project release. HOLDs may be imposed during design,
procurement, fabrication, construction, and installation phases of the
Project, and may result from design uncertainties or changes, discrepancy or
nonconformance reports, waivers, or insufficient documentation.

DOCUMENT STATUS SYSTEM

General

The Document Status System is a part of the Quality Assurance Program for
the Project. It partially satisfies the requirements as specified in the
Department of Energy standards (DOE Standard NE F2-2 Amendment 3, August
1975). This system also meets the requirements to establish a system for
document control as specified in the Project Management Policies and
Requirements and serves as a necessary data record.

The Document Status System provides visibility of the current status of
design and assures that the status of all principal design documents is
tracked throughout their life cycle. The principal design documents are
prepared either by the major Project participants or by their vendors or
subcontractors.

Design Document Development Cycle

During the development cycle, a principal design document is created.
This document essentially contains principal design data. This data is then
approved and released. Four types of data are identified. These types
basically relate to the identification of the Project participant having
approval authority for initial review, approval and release of new baseline
documents. Figure 4 shows the types of data and the approval levels.

The document development cycle consists of three stages: in preparation,
issue for approval, and release for Project use (see Figure 5 ) . The
development cycle is also governed by the Project Management Policies and
Requirements.

The in-preparation phase begins when engineering or the drafting effort
is started and identified in the Document Status Report. It is ended when the
participant has attained the necessary internal approvals and the document is
transmitted for external approvals. For data type 3 (Major Reactor
Subcontractors1 and Architect-Engineer's) documents, the in-preparation phase
is complete when the originating engineering discipline has finished the
document and has received internal approval. During this phase the document
is identified in the computer printouts by its assigned number, title,
scheduled release date, and the status message INPREP.
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Figure 4. Data Type Classification and Approval Authority

The issue-for-approval phase begins at the time of external transr "ttal
to the highest approval authority as dictated by the data types. Any comment
returned by the approving authorities is reviewed and resolved. Once these
comments are resolved and incorporated, the document is reissued for approval,
if requested in the approval letter. This phase ends at the receipt of
approvals without comments. This phase can be recognized by document revision
numbers (usually Dl, D2, ...) and status message of ISSUE FOR APPROVAL.

The third phase of the development cycle, release for Project use, begins
when the document has received all approvals and represents an initial design
baseline. It is released internally by the responsible participant with an
authorization such as an Engineering Change Notice and by letter to all
Project participants. Where Project participants are not affected, data type
3 documents are released internally (not externally). All documents at this
stage bear the status of RELEASE with a revision number of zero. Any advance
to the revision number (0 to 1 to 2 etc.) of a baseline document is made at
the conclusion of the revision cycle and not during the development cycle.

Design Document Revision Cycle

All changes made to a released baseline document form a part of the
document's revision cycle. The beginning of the document's revision cycle is
the preparation of the Engineering Change Proposal (ECP). The end of the
cycle is indicated by incorporation of the change in the document and the
release of the revised baselined document according to the approved
distribution.
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The four stages of the revision cycle are: Pending Engineering Change
Proposals, Change Disposition, Implemented but Unincorporated Changes/ and
Incorporation of Approved Changes (see Figure 6).

The first stage of the revision cycle is the pending Engineering Change
Proposal information, which is entered into the Document Status System when
the ECP is transmitted to other Project participants for review. That stage
ends when the change is approved by the highest level of authority, the
appropriate change control board. The second stage of the revision cycle is
Engineering Change Proposal disposition, which covers disposition actions such
as approval, approval with comments, disapproval, and withdrawal of the
change. In the third stage, a design change is authorized. The design change
authorization is a participant's internal document such as an Engineering
Change Notice or Engineering Order. The last stage physically incorporates
one or more implemented but unincorporated changes into a baseline document,
constituting a document revision and setting a revision number.

Change history information is maintained continuously by filing all
engineering changes made to the principal design data. The files include the
disposition of all Engineering Change Proposals, the advances in document
revision caused by approved changes, and the internal change notices which
authorize the implementation of approved changes.

Eng. Draft. Start

Document Status System
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fo' Project

Use

Internal Approval

I

Level Of Approval

V
Engineering

Release Order

Figure 5. Document Status System Development Cycle
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Figure 6. The Document Status System Revision Cycle

Change Control Board

A change control board is a functional line approval board that has been
delegated authority by a Project participant's management to disposition
Engineering Change Proposals. There are three levels of change control
boards: Project Office, NSSS Prime Contractor and/or Architect Engineer, and
NSSS major subcontractor. They act on different classes of BCPs with the
Project Office change control board providing final approval on the highest
classification of ECF. The board reviews and approves or disapproves proposed
changes within its auuiority. The board is responsible for a systematic
evaluation, coordination, and approval or disapproval of all proposed
configuration changes which depart from established baselines and for
verification that approved changes have been incorporated into the baseline
configuration.

8
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Document Control

The baseline documents represent a body of decisions which constitutes an
established reference position for control of subsequent changes. The
baseline is applicable to the design requirements, criteria, and configuration
such as the Overall Plant Design Description, System Design Descriptions,
Specifications, General Arrangements, Design Drawings, Construction Drawings,
and Approved Engineering Change Proposals. The Engineering Change Proposal is
the instrument which conveys any proposed change in the baseline documentation
controlling the design performance, manufacture, construction or test of a
system, component, or structure. Each change to these documents is
classified. These change classifications are identified in terms of the level
of approval authority required for an Engineering Change Proposal. The change
classification also defines the level at which Project participants1 change
control boards ct on the change.

Document Baseline

When a document has completed its development cycle and is released for
the use of the Project, it becomes a part of the baseline configuration. The
controlling baseline document for the Project is the Overall Plant Design
Description, which serves as an overall Project specification. The phases of
baseline development are Program Definition, Conceptual Design, Preliminary
Design, Final Design, Construction Definition (which represents the completion
of construction drawings and specifications following which construction can
be authorized to proceed), and the operations definition (which represents
completim of construction and pre-operational testing and allows fuel loading
to commence>.

Each successive baseline is achieved by adding prescribed information to
the documentation defined in the previous baseline. Design maturity is
reflected in each phase of the program until all required documentation is
released for Project use. The construction and operation documents to be
baselined will pass through an additional review and approval cycle.

Document Status System Reports

Key reports from the Document Status System are shova in Figure 7. (?hese
reports are produced on demand from any of the Project participants. Typical
reports from the Document Status System are:

Document Status Report. Displays all selected documents, Engineering
Change Proposals, and engineering Hold data. Sort options by cost
account, system, document number, and systen/docuBent type/category are
available.

Baseline Document Status Report. Contains documents which have completed
the development cycle and those in the revision cycle. Sorting sequence
is by system, document type, and document number.
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Figure 7. The Document Status System Input and Output

Engineering Change Proposal Report. Relates Engineering Change Proposals
to affected documents and traces the incorporation of authorized changes.
The report can be sorted by change number, document number/ etc.

Engineering Change Proposal Statistical Summary Report. Provides a count
of the number of change impacts by change status and by participant with
document responsibility.

Construction Document Status Report. Contents can be selected by one or
any combination, e.g., construction document flag, document type, system,
and status.

Construction Document Baseline Reports. Selects combinations of
construction document category, document type, system, and responsible
organization.

Construction Document History Report. Reflects active/final disposition
revisions of selected construction-related documents. Sort options are
available.
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Documentation Status and Change History Update. Provides audit trail
listing each transaction. A count of number of each type is done by
organization.

In addition to these reports, the Document Status System also has the
ability to produce special reports. Normally, these may be needed to satisfy
a specific or unique set of circumstances. Special reports can be selected on
virtually any combination of data using a universal report generator program.
These special reports are generally one-time requests.

DOCUMEWT HOLD SYSTEM

General

The Document Hold System is a computer system module of the Document
Status System and reports the details of Holds. It is also designed to comply
with the Department of Energy standards and the Project Management Policies
and Requirements defining the boundaries of this system.

System Description

The Document Hold System maintains and reports the Holds. A Hold is
defined as an identified point in the Project work beyond which further design
or fabrication shall not proceed. One distinct advantage of using a Hold is
that the design work on other released areas can proceed while the
indeterminant portion of the design is being worked on and defined. Further
engineering design development? review, and release of this additional data
may be required before the Hold is removed. Holds may be imposed during
design, procurement, fabrication, construction, and installation phases of the
Project (see Figure 8). With respect to design documentation, a Hold is used
to classify information that was not available for the Project release. Holds
normally result from design uncertainties or changes, discrepancy or
nonconformance reports, waivers, or insufficient documentation.

Three types of Holds can be identified in principal design data. The
first type is the design Hold, which defines a li;.ut beyond which work should
not proceed. The second type relates to the vendor Holds; these are applied
either to documents that could not be released due to missing vendor data or
to documents that have been released with vendor data massing. The third
type, construction Holds, is applied when equipment is shipped and r upon
receiptt the equipment and/or required documentation is determined to be
incomplete.

Hold Cycle

The Hold cyU.e comprises three stages: identification, assignment, and
addition/change/removal.

In the identification stage, the Holds are identified alongside the data
in a principal design document. These Holds can be identified during the in
preparation or issue-for-approval stages of the document's development cycle,

n
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or during the pending Engineering Change Proposal stage of the document's
development cycle, as well as during the pending Engineering Change Proposal
stage of the document's revision cycle. A document Hold report is required
for all Hold applications.

The second stage in the Hold cycle is to assign a Hold number. An eight-
digit number uniquely identifies a Hold on the baselined or the unbaselined
document. Typically, Hold number assignment to an unbaselined document can be
made as early as when the document is issued for approval. For a baselined
document, the number is assigned through an Engineering Change Proposal. A
Hold number may be applied to more than one document. Multiple appearances of
the same Hold item within a single document can also be possible. The Hold
number is incremented by one for each new Hold within a given system or
subsystem regardless of which document contained the Hold and where the Hold
appeared in the document.

Document Hold
System

Insufficient
Documentation

Figure 8. The Document Hold System Applicable Documents and Causes
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The third stage in the Hold cycle relates to additions/changes/removals.
These are made in a controlled manner only after an Engineering Change
Proposal has been approved, implemented, and incorporated.

Any of the Project participants may assign a Hold against a document for
which another participant has the system responsibility. Once the document
has been released as revision 0, Holds are assigned a number and can only be
changed by an Engineering Change Proposal.

Document Held. System Reports

Key reports from the Document Hold System are shown in Figure 9. The
following titles and brief descriptions provide a general understanding of the
objectives and sorts:

Document Hold Report. Contains all data relating to selected active Holds
(resolved Holds are deleted). Sort options are by Hold number,
system/Hold number, or systesn/document/Hold number.

Document Hold Statistical Summary Report. Provides tabular count of
selected holds by organisation/system. Sort is by total open Holds, Holds
with need/forecast dates, or Holds with need dates past due.

Overdue and Coining Due Hold Reports. Provide overdue dates, as of or need
dates, coming-due Holds, need or forecast dates, sorted by cost account,
forecast date, and need date.

ICD's

Procedures

| Document Hold Report

| Hoid Stat. Update"

Report

Manuals

Specifications

Drawings

SDD's J

I Overdue Hold Report

| Doc. Hold Stat. Rep.

| Doc. Hold Rep, by C/A "

Special Reports

Document
Hold System Output

BK
i

Figure 9. The Document Hold System Input and Output
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Hold Status Update. Produces an audit trail listing transactions
processed through the system. Report is produced each time an update is
made to the Document Hold System data base.

Each Project participant is provided with a run deck of punched cards
that enables that organization to produce a Standard Document Hold Report
whenever the organization wishes. This standard report can be produced in any
of three formats: by Hold number, by system, or by document.

The participant is also provided with the capability to limit his report
to contain only the information that is of interest to him. Seven options are
available for selecting data. These are: all Holds, by resolution
responsibility, by system and resolution responsibility, by system, by
document, by document responsibility, and by document responsibility or Hold
resolution responsibility. Additionally, the participant is able to limit the
report by hold type.

In addition to these reports, the Document Hold System also has the
ability to produce special reports. Normally, these may be needed to satisfy
a specific or unique set of circumstances. Special reports can be selectad on
virtually any combination of data using a universal report generator program.
These special reports are generally one-time requests.

RFTATTOMSHTP RETWREM DOCUMENT STATUS AND DOCUMENT UQLD SYSTEMS

During the document development cycle, the situation may exist where some
data needed in the document is not yet available or generated. This would
normally delay usage of existing design data; however, by use of the Hold
system the project can work around the missing data areas in the document by
assigning a Hold. Then the cognizant engineer completes the rest of the
document and it is issued for Project use. This capability of using what's
available is necessary to keep system development moving because of the
extensive interfacing that occurs between CRBRP systems (see Figure 10).

When the missing data is available, an Engineering Change Proposal is
processed. When that ECP is approved and implemented, the assigned Hold is
removed from the document and the data added as authorized by the ECP and
Engineering Change Notice. The document is now reissued with an advance in
revision number.

Also, when it is decided that a revision to the document is necessary, an
ECP is generated. While the ECP is PENDING review and approval, a BOLD is put
against the area of the document to be changed. When the ECP is approved and
implemented in the document, the HOLD is removed.

To alert the Project participants to the document revisions and document
Holds, data on the ECP and HOID are displayed on the Document Status Reports.
In addition, the ECP is displayed on the ECP reports and HOLDS are displayed
on the HOLD reports.

14
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Figure 10. The Document Development, Hold, and Revision Cycle
Logic and Process

USAGE OF DOCUMEKn? STftTUS AMJ DOCUMENT HOLD SYSTEMS

The portions of the Document Status and Hold Systems which are seen by
cognizant engineers and designers, administrators, and managers are the output
reports generated by the computer system. Figure 11 shows an example of one
report to indicate how reports issued by these systems are used as management
tools. The data in the report illustrated in this figure identify the number
of need dates past due for design Holds.

The effectivity and usage of the computer in the data management for the
Project is evident from the computer source loadings. Figure 12, for example,
shows the number of hours per month of the connect and Central Processing Unit
time, and its step increase over a 3 year period.

15
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Our personnel use the Document Status and Hold Systems reports in
assembling the pre-review documentation needed for the Final Working Systems
Design Reviews investigations. The Final Working System Design Reviews are
major milestones in the completion of the Project's engineering systems.

QOMPCTER AND

The documentation information for these systems is received, processed,
and transmitted to a central processor computer. Each of the Project
participants is linked to this computer by a remote job entry terminal.
Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division at Madison, Pennsylvania, Atomics
International at Canoga Park, California, General Electric at Sunnyvale,

16
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Figure 12. Computer Source Loadings

California, Westinghouse at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Burns and Roe at Oradell,
New Jersey, Stone and Webster's Oak Ridge Office and the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Plant Project Office at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, each has an interfacing
terminal. The central computer is located at the Westinghouse Power Systems
Computer Center at Monroeville, Pennsylvania (see Figure 13).

Each participant uses its remote job entry terminal to send the data at a
predetermined frequency. The currentness and accuracy are maintained by
updating the system concurrent with the Project participant's transmittal of
the documents. Data management within these systems is restricted to the
principal documentation throughout the various phases of the Project.

17
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Figure 13. Data Input From and Data Output Jo Project Participants
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A complete security system is designed to protect each participant's
documentation information input. When initially adding a document, the
"Responsibility Field" is made equal to the submitting terminal Project
participant code* If not, the information input will be rejected as a
security violation. Changes can only occur if the location code of the
originating terminal equals the responsibility code on the record. Only the
responsible organization has the capability to delete or remove any given
information. Any action of a nonresponsible organization to change the
documentation is rejected as a security violation.

APPLICATION 33Q Tiffi QUALITY ASJ2JR2SCE PROGRAMS

A Project Quality Assurance Program assures the maximum attainment of the
levels of quality necessary for the accomplishment of Project objectives. To
achieve these objectives, the Quality Assurance Program has been structured
into all Project participants programs. The Quality Assurance Program has
also been extended through contractual agreements to lower tier participants
that supply plant components, systems, and services. Westinghouse coordinates
the Quality Assurance Programs of the major subcontractors and their
suppliers.

The documents and data managed by the Document Status and Hold Systems
satisfy the requirements for Quality Assurance Programs as specified in the
United States Department of Energy standard relating to the Quality Assurance
Program. They also satisfy the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant Project's
Management Policies and Requirements.

A comprehensive Project Quality Records Management Systems Plan has been
implemented for the Project. Procedures have also been developed to govern
the handling, control, and declaration of quality assurance records. Training
sessions have been conducted with cognizant engineers and managers for the
generation and identification of quality records.

CONCLUSIOKK

The Document Status and Hold Systems have proved to be efficient
management tools for the Project. The computerized reports produced by these
systems help to perform the day-to-day management and engineering planning.
These systems have assisted in program, design, construction, and operations
definition phases of the baseline development and revision. The Document
Status and Hold Systems interface various plant engineering systems as
described in the Overall Plant Design Description, which is the controlling
baseline and an overall Project specification.

The experience gained over the years has established that the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant Project's Document Status and Hold Systems have
successfully met the data management objectives. Design documentation phases
have been controlled, and visibility of the data has been provided to all
participants. They have also assured that the efforts of all participants are
coordinated and consistent with the division of responsibilities, design
guidelines and approved work plan.

19
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